
RESIDENTIAL TECH DECKS



Residential

Aquaglide began making high-quality commercial grade products in 2008. At this time our 
primary customers were waterfront homeowners in search of products to enhance their 
lifestyle. When the Aquaglide ‘Platinum’ range was released, our objective was to take 
market share from Rave, a brand which, although dominant, had become complacent. 
This strategic move was a huge success, leaving Aquaglide thriving through the global 
economic downturn.

Once established as a leader in high-quality Residential products we looked to 
Commercial sales for growth, developed commercial-scale products and heavier 
construction technologies to stand up to the rigors of true commercial use. While this 
thrust has been a huge success, vaulting Aquaglide to global leadership in commercial 
aquapark products, we have failed to maintain a focus on where we came from, the 
Residential consumer.

Aquaglide makes quality inflatable products for the waterfront lifestyle, and this lifestyle 
embraces both Commercial use and Residential use. For the health of the brand, we 
need both. Furthermore, a successful range of consumer-oriented Residential products 
naturally compliments what we build in Paddlesports, and vice versa.

Consequently, our objective for 2021 is to carve out and craft an innovative new 
range of products directed specifically at our longest-standing customer, the 

waterfront homeowner.

And while we fully intend to compete head-to-head with brands like Rave, who filled the 
vacuum with traditional offerings like tramps and bouncers while we took our eye off this 
market, we also mean to offer a new vision for life on the water. 



MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

1,07m
(3.5ft)

3,0m
(10ft)

250 kg
(550 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

2 2 25 | 6 2 | 2363 kg
(800 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 1.2 psi

(0,083 bar)
ITEM #: 

58-5213008

SOAKER LOUNGE
Item Number: 585221119 
Dimensions: L 10' x W 8.75' x H 1' 
(3,05m L x 2,67m W x 0,32m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

or equivalent holding

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Made specifically for chillin’ on the water with family or friends, the 
soaker lounge offers a little something for everyone. With four drink 
holders and a soaker mesh floor it’s the perfect place for adults to enjoy 
a cool beverage, but it also makes a nice perimeter for younger kids to 
splash and play. Can be used as a stand-alone item or connected to any 
residential park on two sides.





MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

1,13m
(3.7ft)

3,0m
(10 ft)

250 kg
(550 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

2 2 26 | 6 5 | 5363 kg
(800 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 6.0 psi

(0,414 bar), TUBE [2] 
2.0psi (0,138bar)

ITEM #: 
58-5213008

LAZY LOUNGE
Item Number: 585221120 
Dimensions: L 8.9' x W 10.1' x H 1.5' 
(2,72m L x 3,09m W x 0,45m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

or equivalent holding

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

This lounge is THE destination during the lazy days of summer. Spacious 
drop stitch platform has lounging room for two and seating for up to six 
people with a cushy backrest. Integrated soaker mesh footwell and four 
drink holders keep things cool when the going gets hot. Can be used as 
a stand-alone item or connected to any residential park on two sides.





MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

BRIDLE STRAPS2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

2,44m
(8ft)

4,5m
(15 ft)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

1 0 4-Way
Bridle

3 vario (ss) 
w/  C-DECK 
(included)

1Bouncing 1/1
Lounging 3/3

5 | 5
2 (log),
4 slide

272 kg
(600 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 1.2 psi
(0,083 bar)

ITEM #: 
58-5213008

RECOIL TRAMP 14.0
Item Number: 585221121 
Dimensions: L 14' x W 14' x H 2.5' 
(4,27m L x 4,27m W x 0,76m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

or equivalent holding

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Built for excellent bouncing performance, Recoil 14.0 is an ideal size 
trampoline for small families or younger users. Optimized for residential 
use, Recoil is made with fully welded, reinforced PVC construction and 
three-layer seams for years of use. Comes complete with rigid Octane 
frame, stainless springs, C-Deck boarding platform and 4-way anchor 
bridle. Includes attachments for optional slide and log accessories, plus 
connects to any residential park or additional accessories on two sides.

Shown with 50/50 log and Small Ricochet/Recoil Slide.

*sold separately





RECOIL TRAMP 17.0
Item Number: 585221122 
Dimensions: L 17' x W 17' x H 3' 
(5,18m L x 5,18m W x 0,91m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

BRIDLE2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

2,44m
(8ft)

4,5m
(15 ft)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

1 0 4-Way
Bridle

1Bouncing 3/3
Lounging 4/4

5 | 5
2 (log),
4 slide

363 kg
(800 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 0.8 psi
(0,055 bar)

ITEM #: 
58-5213008or equivalent holding

Shown Large Ricochet/Recoil Slide.

*sold separately

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Built for superior bouncing performance, Recoil 17.0 is sizeable trampoline 
for the residential setting and easily accommodates larger families or 
friends. Made with fully welded, reinforced PVC construction and three-
layer seams for years of residential use. Comes complete with rigid Octane 
frame, stainless springs, C-Deck boarding platform and 4-way anchor bridle. 
Includes attachments for optional slide and log accessories, plus connects to 
any residential park or additional accessories on two sides.





RICOCHET BOUNCER 12.0

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

BRIDLE STRAPS2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

2,44m
(8ft)

4,5m
(15 ft)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

1 4 4-Way
Bridle

3 vario (ss) 
w/  C-DECK 
(included)

1Bouncing 1/1
Lounging 3/3

5 | 5
2 (log),
4 slide

272 kg
(600 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 1.2 psi
(0,083 bar)

ITEM #: 
58-5213008

Item Number: 585221123 
Dimensions: L 12' x W 12' x H 2.6' 
(3,68m L x 3,68m W x 0,79m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

*Also available in Ricochet 12.0 Aquapark, 
packaged complete with 12.0 bouncer, 12-14 
slide, 50-50 log and C-deck.

or equivalent holding

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Optimized for maximum fun with minimal hassle, Ricochet 12.0 bouncer is a 
great alternative to a spring trampoline. One of our most popular products, 
the 12-foot diameter is ideally suited for small families. Fully welded, 
reinforced PVC construction with three-layer seams for years of use. Comes 
complete with C-Deck boarding platform and 4-way anchor bridle. Includes 
attachments for optional slide and log accessories, plus connects to any 
residential park or additional accessories on two sides.





*Also available in Ricochet 16.0 Aquapark, 
packaged complete with 16.0 bouncer, 
16-17 slide, 50-50 log and C-deck.

RICOCHET BOUNCER 16.0
Item Number: 585221124  
Dimensions: L 16' x W 16' x H 3' 
(4,88m L x 4,88m W x 0,91m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

BRIDLE2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGSSTRAPS

2,44m
(8ft)

4,5m
(15 ft)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

1 4 4-Way
Bridle

1Bouncing 3/3
Lounging 5/5

5 | 5
2 (log),
4 slide

3 vario (ss) 
w/  C-DECK 
(included)

454 kg
(1000 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 1.2 psi
(0,083 bar)

ITEM #: 
58-5213008or equivalent holding

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Ricochet 16.0 is an expansive bouncer with plenty of room for family and 
friends. Provides good bouncing characteristics and plenty of lounge 
space without the complexity of a metal frame and springs. Fully welded, 
reinforced PVC construction with three-layer seams for years of use. Comes 
complete with C-Deck boarding platform and 4-way anchor bridle. Includes 
attachments for optional slide and log accessories, plus connects to any 
residential park or additional accessories on two sides.





MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

STRAPSUSERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

2,44m
(8ft)

12,0m
(40ft)

0 100 kg
(220 lbs.)

1
(optional)

2
(optional)

1
5

VARIO-LOCK 
STRAPS

2 | 2 5181 kg
(400 lbs.)

WEDGE [1] 1.0 psi

(0,069 bar), BAG [2]

NO AIR PRESSURE  - 
VALVE = 50% fillITEM #: 

58-5213008

LAUNCH BAG
Item Number: 585221125 
Dimensions: L 12' x W 5.4' x H 3.3' 
(3,66m L x 1,65m W x 1m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

or equivalent holding

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

By far one of our most popular accessories, perhaps the best description for 
this product is “off the hook.” Truly the life of the party, the Launch Bag uses 
the forces of gravity and air pressure to blast people into the air. Fully welded, 
reinforced PVC construction with three-layer seams. Requires two users and 
an Aquaglide inflatable base feature such as a trampoline, bouncer or spire. 
Connects on one end and cannot be used as a stand-alone. 

ThisPC
Cross-Out





MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

STRAPS 2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

2,44m
(8ft)

3,0m
(10ft)

N/A N/A N/A 4
SLIDE STRAPS

11 | 1 2 | 2114 kg
(250 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 0.8 psi

(0,055 bar)
ITEM #: 

58-5213008

SMALL RICOCHET/RECOIL SLIDE
Item Number: 585221126 
Dimensions: L 7' x W 2' x H 4.6' 
(2,1m L x 0,6m W x 1,38m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Add loads of fun, and a whole new dimension to the Ricochet 12.0 bouncer 
or the Recoil 14.0 trampoline with this optional slide accessory. Specifically 
designed to connect with slide rings that come pre-installed on these items. 
Fully welded, reinforced PVC construction with three-layer seams. Not 
suitable for use as a stand-alone, and not intended for use with any other 
products. The slide is a must-have! 





MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

STRAPS 2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

2,44m
(8ft)

3,0m
(10ft)

N/A N/A N/A 4
SLIDE STRAPS

11 | 1 2 | 2114 kg
(250 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 0.8 psi

(0,055 bar)
ITEM #: 

58-5213008

LARGE RICOCHET/RECOIL SLIDE
Item Number: 585221127 
Dimensions: L 8' x W 2' x H 5' 
(2,4m L x 0,6m W x 1,51m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Add loads of fun, and a whole new dimension to the Ricochet 16.0 bouncer 
or the Recoil 17.0 trampoline with this optional slide accessory. Specifically 
designed to connect with slide rings that come pre-installed on these items. 
Fully welded, reinforced PVC construction with three-layer seams. Not 
suitable for use as a stand-alone, and not intended for use with any other 
products. The slide is a must-have! 





50/50 LOG
Item Number: 585221128 
Dimensions: L 9.3' x W 1.6' x H 1.6' 
(2,84m L x 0,48m W x 0,48m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

REVISED CONNECTION

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

STRAPS 2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

1,21m
(4ft)

3,0m
(10ft)

1 
Optional

2
VELCRO 

INTERLOCK

11 | 1 2114 kg
(250 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 1.0 psi

(0,069 bar)
ITEM #: 

58-5213008

0 100 kg
(220 lbs.)

or equivalent holding

ANCHOR
RINGS

1
(optional)

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Another must-have accessory, the Log is called ’50-50’ because those may 
be your chances of reaching the end while still dry. A challenging balance 
feature that adds fun and diversity to any Recoil tramp or Ricochet bouncer. 
Connects with log rings that come pre-installed on these items. Not suitable 
for use as a stand-alone, and not intended for use with any other products.





MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

2,37 m
(7.8ft)

4,5m
(15ft)

4000 kg
(8800 lbs.)

1000 kg
(2200 lbs.)

4 4 44 | 4 5 | 5 | 5363 kg
(800 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 1.8 psi

(0,124 bar), SLIDE [2]

1.0 psi (0,069 bar),

TOP TUBES [3] 1.8 psi

(0,124 bar)
ITEM #: 

58-5213008

VELOCITY SLIDE 10.0
Item Number: 585221129 
Dimensions: L 20.8' x W 9' x H 9.58' 
(6,35m L x 2,74m W x 2,92m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

or equivalent holding

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Not for the faint of heart - achieve maximum velocity! Optimized for residential 
use, the Velocity 10.0 features a ladder-style climbing wall leading to ten-
foot high drop-zone for this breathtaking zero-entry slide. Interior mesh floor 
provides a shaded splash area for alternative playing or resting. Fully welded, 
reinforced PVC construction and three-layer seams for years of service. Can 
be used as a stand-alone or connected to any residential park on three sides.





© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

1,83 m
(6ft)

3,0m
(10ft)

2000 kg
(4400 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

4 4 42 | 2 5181 kg
(400 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 1.8 psi

(0,124 bar), SLIDE [2]

1.0 psi (0,069 bar),

TOP TUBES [3] 1.8 psi

(0,124 bar)
ITEM #: 

58-5213008

VELOCITY SLIDE 6.0
Item Number: 585221130 
Dimensions: L 10' x W 10.2' x H 6' 
(3,05m L x 3,05m W x 2,80m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

or equivalent holding

The Velocity 6.0 slide is ideal for families with younger kids. Optimized for 
residential use, this item features a ladder-style climbing wall leading to 
substantial six-foot drop-zone and zero-entry slide. Kids will spend hours 
enjoying the thrill of Velocity 6.0. Made with fully welded, reinforced PVC 
construction and three-layer seams for years or service. Can be used as a 
stand-alone or connected to any residential park on the entry side.



MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

1,94 m
(6.4ft)

4,5m
(15ft)

2000 kg
(4400 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)

4 4 44 | 4 5 | 5 | 5 | 5363 kg
(800 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 2.0 psi

(0,138 bar)
ITEM #: 

58-5213008

SPIRE 6.8
Item Number: 585221130 
Dimensions: L 10' x W 10.1' x H 6.75' 
(3.08m L x 3,11m W x 2,06m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

or equivalent holding

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

The Spire is nearly seven vertical feet of climbing, splashing, flying excitement. 
This multi-use play structure screams fun from every opening. Four climbing 
walls angle inward for stability while the meridian mesh floor creates an interior 
splash zone for creative play. Optimized for residential use, the Spire utilizes 
fully welded, reinforced PVC construction with three-layer seams for years 
of use. Can be used as a stand-alone or connected to residential park or 
accessories (like Launch Bag!) on up to four sides.



© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.



MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

STRAPSUSERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

0,96m
(3.2ft)

3,0m
(10 ft)

N/A,
250kg Optional, 
550 lbs Optional

N/A,
250kg Optional, 
550 lbs Optional

N/A,
1 w/ 2way 

bridle

1 10
VARIO-LOCK

4 | 4 5 | 5363 kg
(800 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 5.0 psi

(0,345bar)

FULL DECK 15.0
Item Number: 585221131 
Dimensions: L 19.8' x W 5.1' x H 0.3' 
(6,04m L x 1,55m W x 0,10m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

This fully welded 10cm dropstitch platform may not look like much as first 
glance, but don’t let its placid appearance fool you. The fifteen foot long Full 
Deck is the full-meal-deal! Makes a superior replacement for foam mats, 
which are rough on sensitive skin and never last, but it can also be used as 
a walkway, slideway and boarding platform for any residential feature. Low-
profile inflatable dropstitch is easy to board from the water and provides play 
value all on its own. Easily connects to park features on both ends. 



© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.



HALF DECK 7.5
Item Number: 585221132 
Dimensions: L 7.5' x W 5.1' x H 0.3' 
(2,3m L x 1,55m W x 0,10m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

STRAPSUSERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

0,96m
(3.2ft)

3,0m
(10 ft)

N/A N/A N/A 1 10
VARIO-LOCK

2 | 2 5 | 5181 kg
(400 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 5.0 psi
(0,345bar)

© Copyright 2020 Aquaglide  | Proprietary + Confidential

*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Not to be outdone by its larger sibling, the Half Deck makes full use of its 7.5 
foot length. Made of fully welded 10cm dropstitch, this inflatable platform 
does double-duty. It makes a superior replacement for foam mats, which 
are hard on sensitive skin and never seem to last, but it can also be used as 
a walkway, slideway and boarding platform for any residential feature. Low-
profile inflatable dropstitch is easy to board from the water and provides play 
value all on its own. Easily connects to park features on both ends. 





C-DECK
Item Number: 585221133 
Dimensions: L 4.6' x W 3.5' x H 0.6' 
(1,42m L x 1,07m W x 0,20m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

STRAPSUSERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

1,01m
(3.3ft)

3,0m
(10 ft)

N/A N/A N/A 0 2
VARIO-LOCK

1 | 1 2114 kg
(250 lbs.)

MAIN [1] 0.8 psi
(0,055bar)
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*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Included with each Recoil tramp and Ricochet bouncer, C-Deck is THE way 
to board these items. Much easier to access than a rope ladder, this platform 
provides cost-effective boarding for any residential feature.   
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*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

OG LOUNGE
Item Number: 585221110 
Dimensions: L 9.9' x W 9.9' x H 7.44' 
(3,05m L x 3,05m W x 2,27m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

For those who take their fun seriously, O.G. means business. Part of 
Aquaglide’s all-new Liquid Lounge series, the O.G. Lounge is a waterfront 
social lounge for family-sized groups. This lounge features barstool 
seating with raised table and cupholders beneath a shady cabana top. 
Accommodates up to 6 users. Use as a stand-alone or as a social space for 
mini-parks. Connects on up to two sides with Vario straps.

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

0,98m
(3.3ft)

3,3m
(0,98ft)

4 4 46 | 6 7 | 0 | 7 | 0544 kg
(1200 lbs.)

Main [1] 6.0psi 
(0,414bar),   Upper [2] 
4.0psi (0,276bar), Base 

[3] 1.2psi (0,083bar), 
Table [4] 5.0psi 

(0,345bar), Seats [5] 
1.5psi (0,103bar)

ITEM #: 
58-5213008or equivalent holding

2000 kg
(4400 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)
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*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.
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*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

OHANA LOUNGE
Item Number: 585221111 
Dimensions: L 9.9' x W 9.9' x H 7.44' 
(3,05m L x 3,05m W x 2,27m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

Ohana is Hawaiian for family and the Ohana Lounge is a waterfront social 
lounge for family-sized groups. Part of Aquaglide’s all-new Liquid Lounge 
series, Ohana Lounge features comfy couch seating, a table with cupholders 
and a mesh-bottom cooler cutout all under a shade tent for maxin’ the 
relaxin’. Accommodates up to 6 users. Use as a stand-alone or as a social 
space for mini-parks. Connects on up to two sides with Vario straps.

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

0,98m
(3.3ft)

3,3m
(0,98ft)

4 4 46 | 6 7 | 0 | 7 | 0544 kg
(1200 lbs.)

Main [1] 6.0psi 
(0,414bar),   Upper [2] 
4.0psi (0,276bar), Base 

[3] 1.2psi (0,083bar), 
Table [4] 5.0psi 

(0,345bar), Seats [5] 
1.0psi (0,069bar)

ITEM #: 
58-5213008or equivalent holding

2000 kg
(4400 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)
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*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.
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*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

REVEL LOUNGE
Item Number: 585221114 
Dimensions: L 9.9' x W 9.9' x H 7.44' 
(3,05m L x 3,05m W x 2,27m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

To revel means to ‘take great pleasure in’, and that is exactly what this lounge was meant 
for. Part of Aquaglide’s all-new Liquid Lounge series, Revel Lounge is a waterfront social 
lounge for family-sized groups. Featuring laid-back tatami-style seating around a family table, 
the Revel Lounge also has a mesh-bottom footwell and cooler cutout. The whole layout lives 
beneath a shady cabana top to keep everyone chill. Easily accommodates up to 6 users. 
Use as a stand-alone or as a social space for mini-parks. Connects on up to two sides with 
Vario straps.

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGS

0,98m
(3.3ft)

3,0m
(10 ft)

4 4 46 | 6 7 | 0 | 7 | 0544 kg
(1200 lbs.)

Main [1] 6.0psi 
(0,414bar),   Upper [2] 
4.0psi (0,276bar), Base 

[3] 1.2psi (0,083bar), 
Table [4] 5.0psi 

(0,345bar), Seats [5] 
2.0psi (0,138bar)

ITEM #: 
58-5213008or equivalent holding

2000 kg
(4400 lbs.)

500 kg
(1100 lbs.)
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*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.



SOLARIUM
Item Number: 585221115 
Dimensions: L 10' x W 6.56' x H 0.5' 
(3,05m L x 2,0m W x 0,15m H)

Box Dimensions: TBD

MINIMUM
WATER DEPTH

MIN. TOTAL
ANCHOR WEIGHT *

ANCHOR
WEIGHT

NUMBER OF
ANCHOR WEIGHTS

ANCHOR
RINGS

2-METER VERTICAL
MOORING LINES

USERS
ADULT / CHILD

MAX WEIGHT
CAPACITY KG | LBS.

WORKING PRESSUREMIN. DISTANCE AWAY
M | FT

D-RINGSSTRAPS

0,98m
(3.3ft)

3,0m
(10 ft)

250 kg
(550 lbs.)

250 kg
(550 lbs.)

1 1 15 | 5 7 | 5 | 7 | 514
Vario-Lock 

Straps
454 kg
(1000 lbs.)

Main [1] 6.0psi 
(0,414bar)

ITEM #: 
58-5213008or equivalent holding
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*Weight recommendations are for anchoring in conditions that can have extreme weather, waves, etc.
The weights recommended for anchoring in locations with calmer conditions such as lakes is approximately 30% less.
The information contained within this document are recommendations ONLY. Actual weight used needs to be decided by an operator and/or owner based on particular conditions.

Part of Aquaglide’s all-new Liquid Lounge series, Solarium is a waterfront social lounge for 
family-sized groups. Some prefer to bask in the sun while others take their beverages in the 
shade, thank you very much. Connecting Solarium to one or more of our shaded lounges 
extends the useable space and adds a sun room for those who seek it. Use as a stand-alone 
or as a gathering space or hub for mini-parks. Connects to Liquid Lounge items on up to two 
sides, and standard Aquaglide park items on up to four sides using Vario straps.
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MOORING
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Vertical Mooring Line  
One complete heavy duty mooring line 
for 4 foot (1,22m) water depth. 3000lb 
(1360kg) break strength, all components 
#316 Stainless steel. Easily add optional 
rope extensions to reach desired water 
depth - no knots required! Includes 1pc 
heavy duty bungie, 1pc #316 SS quick link, 
1pc 1-foot mooring rope, 1pc line float and 
1pc #316 SS snap hook.

1-Foot Mooring Rope 
1 foot (31cm) mooring 
rope extension. 4000lb PE 
rope eye spliced at both 
ends for easy attachment. 
Set of 10pc.

5-Foot Mooring Rope
5 -foot (152cm) mooring rope 
extension. 4000lb PE rope eye 
spliced at both ends for easy 
attachment. Set of 10pc.

Horizontal Mooring Line, Pair - Two complete heavy duty mooring lines 
for horizontal (pool) mooring. 10 foot (3,04m) length. 3000lb (1360kg)break 
strength, all components #316 Stainless steel. Easily add optional rope 
extensions if necessary - no knots required! Includes 2pc heavy duty bungies, 
2pc #316 SS quick link, 2pc 1-foot mooring ropes, 2pc line floats and 2pc #316 
SS snap hooks. 

Complete Mooring Line, 19ft (5,79m) 
One complete heavy duty mooring line for up 
to 19 foot (5,79m) water depth. Easily adjusts 
to required depth - no knots required! 3000lb 
(1360kg) break strength, all components 
#316 Stainless steel. Includes 1 heavy duty 
bungies, 1pc #316 SS quick link, 6pc 1-foot 
mooring ropes, 2pc 5-foot mooring ropes 1pc 
line float and 1pc #316 SS snap hook.



Ultralight Hand 4.4 Pump - Remarkably 
light and still compact, this Ultralight 
Hand Pump can accellerate inflation of 
ultralight boats and other outdoor gear. 
Ideally suited for small, low-pressure boats 
and Boston valves. Airflow 1L, maximum 
pressure 4.4psi (300mb). Includes 2.3ft 
(0,70m) hose, Boston valve and stem 
fitting.

Kayak Hand 10 Pump - A very 
capable, compact sized single/
double-action pump with built-in 
gauge to 10psi (680mb), ideal for 
all Aquaglide kayaks. Capacity 
2*1.5L. Aluminum shaft, folding 
feet. Includes 4ft (1,25m) hose, 
HR, Boston valve and stem fittings.

SUP HP Hand 29 Pump - Robust 
single/double-action high-pressure 
pump with 29psi (2bar) capability, 
aluminum shaft and folding 
feet; perfect for modern iSUPs. 
Capacity 2*2L. Includes 4ft (1,25m) 
hose with HR fitting.

PUMPS
Bellows Foot 4.4 Pump - Excellent 
foot pump for low-pressure kayaks 
and general use. Well-made pump with 
stainless binding and inflate/deflate 
options. Air flow 6.5L, maximum 
pressure 4.4psi (300mb).Includes 5ft 
(1,5m) hose with Boston and stem 
valve fittings.

Kayak Kayak Kayak

KayakKayakKayak

Kayak

SUP

SUPAll-Purpose All-Purpose All-Purpose

All-PurposeAll-Purpose

All-Purpose

Residential ResidentialResidentialResidential

Residential

Commercial Commercial Residential Commercial
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12v Turbo 2.3 Pump  - The 
12v Turbo is an extremely 
powerful pump for 12 volt 
battery. Ideal for low-pressure 
kayaks and general use,this 
pump is high volume @ low 
pressure. Inflate/ deflate, 2.3 
psi (0,16 bar) maximum. 12v 
alligator clip attachment only, 
9ft (2,74m) cable. Air flow 
35cfm (990L/min). 3.2ft (1m) 
hose with Stem, Boston, 
Rapid Inflate, Fish Eye, and 
HR adaptors.

Tornado 110v 2.5 Pump  
- A smaller version of
the Hurricane pump, the 
Tornado 110v 2.5 is ideally 
suited for kayaks and small 
residential aquaparks. 
Maximum 2.5psi (0,17bar). 
Air flow 56cfm (1600L/
min). Includes 4ft (1,25m) 
of 25mm hose with HR, 
Boston and Stem fittings.

Hurricane 110v 3.6 
Pump - Quickly inflates 
kayaks, residential 
aquaparks and small 
commercial parks. 
Maximum 3.6psi (0,25 
bar). Air flow 70cfm 
(2000L/min). Includes 
4ft (1,25m) of 40mm 
hose with HR, Boston 
and Stem fittings.

Aquapark 110v 7.3 Pump - High 
capacity pump for commercial 
aquapark. Twin motors provide 
additional capacity and max 
pressure of 7.3psi, ideal for 
dropstitch connectors. Air flow 
1200L/min (stage 1)and 2000L/min 
(stage 2). Includes 4ft (1,25m) of 
40mm hose with HR and Boston 
fittings.

Extension Hose for 
Aquapark Pump - This is 
a 33ft (10,0m) 40mm hose 
extension for the Aquapark 
Pump (110v or 230v) 7.3. 
Allows commercial park 
operators or residential 
customers to easily top off 
aquapark items while keeping 
A/C electrical pumps away 
from the water.Can also be 
used with Hurricane (110v or 
230v) 3.6 pumps. Includes 
threaded attachments at both 
ends, HR and Boston fittings.

Accelerator HP 12v 22 
Pump - Ideally suited for 
modern SUPs and kayaks 
with high pressure dropstitch. 
This two-stage, digital pump 
makes quick work of inflating 
SUPs up to 22psi (1,5bar) 
with auto shut-off. Air flow 
350L/min (stage 1), 70L/min 
(stage 2). Uses either 12v 
outlet or clip attachment. 
Includes 4ft (1,25m) hose 
with HR, Boston valve and 
stem fittings.
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